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1. Identification of the artwork 

object type: painting 

genre: canvas painting 

title(s): Nature morte/ Still Life 

artist: 

Larionov, Mikhail (1881-1964) 

 

variations in spelling: 

Larionoff, Michel  

Larionow, Michail 

Larionov, Michail Fedorovic 

signed: 
M.L. (recto, bottom right) 

M. LARIONOW (verso, top, right) 

date of object: 
1906, 1907-1912, 1928 
(different dates given in the museum files) 

inventory number: ML 01487 

owner: 

 

 

 

location: 

Museum Ludwig, Cologne 

Donation of Peter and Irene Ludwig  

(Ludwig Collection) 

 

Museum Ludwig, Cologne 

material/ technique: 

description in catalogues /  

museum files: 

 

 

 

 

Oil on canvas 

 

 

 

size of object without frame  

(height x width x depth): 
46,0 x 81,0 x 2,0 cm 
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2. Technical investigation 
 

Methods of examination  

 

The technical investigation of the painting Nature morte /Still Life was carried out in 

February 2017 by Verena Franken. The painting was examined visually and with a 

stereomicroscope1 in different light sources (incident light, raking light, transmitted light, 

reflective light). In addition, results of investigation under ultraviolet light (UV) are 

considered in the following text. 

 

2.1 Canvas support 

As no selvage is preserved warp and weft directions cannot be determined unambiguously. 

The type of textile weave is a tabby weave (see Fig. 1). The weave is of a quite high density 

and of a regular nature showing only a few thicker and slubby threads in both directions 

which are visible on the painting’s reverse (see Fig. 2). There possibly is a z-twist.  

Located in the left centre on the reverse there is an ink stamp which is partly covered by a 

paper label. It is a stamp of the French artists’ supplier Vve M. Chabod et Cie who was dealer 

of canvas support and colours in Paris between 1900 and 19052. The stamp has the following 

inscription ‘Vve M. CHABOD & Cie / Mds de COULEURS / EXTRA FINES / TOILES à 

TABLEAUX / RUE JACOB 20’ (see Fig. 3). As the stamp is of an artists’ supplier it can be 

concluded that the canvas was manufactured industrially and probably the canvas was 

supplied stretched (see also chapter 2.4). 

On the reverse in the right upper part of the canvas there is the inscription ‘M. LARIONOW’ 

(see Figs. 5 and 6) which may have been painted by the artist. The capital letters are written in 

dark brown paint. The artist’s name was painted on a light greyish layer which fluoresces in a 

greenish tone. The paints for this inscription, possibly oil colours, were applied with a brush. 

A similar inscription may be seen in another of Larionov’s works (see examination report on 

Still Life with Coffee Pot).  

On the reverse in the left centre of the canvas there is a paper label. It is inscribed with the 

artist’s name, his address3 and the painting’s title (‘Nom: LARIONOW Michel/ Adresse: 43 

rue de Seine Paris 6e/ Titre de l’ouvrage: PEINTURE’, see Fig. 4). A word written after the 

text ‘Nombre total d’oeuvres exposées‘is illegible because it was erased. Additionally, there is 

another paper label with a rounded shape and an illegible text. The paper support of both 

labels is discoloured and does not exhibit a significant fluorescence indicating that they are 

earlier labels and the paper does not contain optical brighteners. 

                                                           
1 Firm: Wild Heerbrugg, type: 308795, magnification: x 10-40. 
2 Original text in French: ‘3ème raison sociale/dénomination de la maison Bovard Chabod. Nom du fournisseur : 

Chabod (veuve M. et Cie). Dates d'activités: 1900 -1905. Les activités de ce fournisseur :marchand de couleurs 

fines, marchand de toiles à peindre. Attestations: 1905 environ: Vve M. Chabot et Cie - 20, rue Jacob (actuel 20, 

rue Jacob) (marque sur toile).’ 

Note: The same stamp was found on the canvas of the artwork Le Bossu (1905) by Lucien Jonas. 

Source: < http://www.labreuche-fournisseurs-artistes-paris.fr/fournisseur/cabod-veuve >, (31.01.2017).  
3 From 1919 Larionow lived in a small apartment, located in the street: 43, rue de Seine, Paris 16 rue Jacques-

Callot Source: Mikhail Fedorovich Larionov, Solina de Vigneral, Michel Hoog: Michel Larionov. Une Avant-

garde explosive, Lausanne 1978, p. 164. 

http://www.labreuche-fournisseurs-artistes-paris.fr/fournisseur/cabod-veuve
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2.2 Stretching 

The current strainer on which the painting is mounted is probably original. There is no 

evidence that the painting was removed from its strainer. It is supposed that the current 

turnover edges at the left, right and lower tacking margins represents the original 

configuration of the canvas (see Figs. 7-10)4. There are several creases in the weave in the 

area of the fastening points (see Figs. 7, 9 and 10). The tacks are inserted into the canvas of 

the tacking margins in primed areas, and, at the left tacking margin (considered from the front 

side), also in painted areas (see Figs. 9 and 10). The original turnover edge is preserved. It 

remained consistent and has not changed. The cut edges are frayed at the edges of the tacking 

margins (see Figs. 11, 12 and 19).  

 To a later date the stretching at the upper tacking margin was changed without removing the 

painting from its strainer. All 18 tacking holes of the original stretching at the upper tacking 

margin are preserved with corresponding holes in the upper strainer bar. The upper tacking 

margin also shows marks in the weave caused by the heads of the original tacks. In these 

areas the ground layer is of a lighter colour while once covered by the tack heads (see Figs. 11 

and 12). Additionally, cusping between the original fastening points is noticed (see Fig. 11). 

At the upper tacking margin the position of the fastening points was changed and the original 

ones were not re-used. The diameter of the now present tacks at the upper tacking margin 

differ from the marks caused from the heads of the original tacks.For the current stretching at 

the upper tacking margin 15 tacks were used in intervals of 4,0-6,5 cm spacing, 

predominantly 5,5 cm spacing.  

In total, 45 round-headed tacks (diameter of tack heads: approx. 7 mm) are now present at the 

tacking margins.  

The lower tacking margin and the right and left one show 12 tacks with a head cut of still 

going through the canvas into the strainer bars .These tacks might be related to an earlier 

framing. In the upper tacking margin there are just 10 remaining holes in the canvas support 

with corresponding holes in the strainer bar ( see x-ray showing the different length of the 

nails). 

In addition, there are 14 holes in the canvas support with corresponding holes in the strainer 

bars. These holes at the tacking margins are related to the now present framing of the painting 

where small screws are used to mount ( non-original) strips of wood to the sides of the 

painting.  

 

2.3  Strainer  

The current strainer with a centre-bar positioned in vertical direction is probably original. All 

holes and fastening points referring to the first stretching are present in the current strainer. Its 

maximum size is 46,0 x 81,2 x 2,0 cm and all bars have a width of 4,0 cm. The bars are not 

mitred at the corners. Its construction cannot be determined unambiguously but it possibly is a 

bridle joint. The corner joints are fixed at the reverse with four nails per corner (see Fig. 13). 

                                                           
4 Fastening points of the actual stretching with tacks at the tacking margins (considered from the reverse): 

lower tacking margin: 13 tacks, intervals: 5,5-7,0  cm, predominantly 7,0 cm, 

right tacking margin:  8 tacks , intervals: 5,0-7,5  cm, predominantly 6,0 cm, 

left tacking margins: 9 tacks,   intervals: 5,0-6,5  cm, predominantly 5,5 cm. 
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It appears to be composed of softwood (possibly spruce wood or fir wood). The quite high 

degree of finish and regularity with marks left by a circular saw and possibly a few plane 

marks suggests that the stretcher is machine-made. 

On the reverse of the strainer there are totally five adhesive paper labels. On the upper strainer 

bar two labels from the famous French artists’ supplier Lefebvre-Foinet5 are noticed (see 

Figs. 15 and 16). The paper of both labels is discoloured and does not exhibit a significant 

fluorescence indicating that it does not contain optical brighteners. It is supposed that these 

labels are related to shipping of the painting which was done by Lefebvre-Foinet because 

Lefebvre-Foinet was not only manufacturer and dealer of artists’ material but also shipping 

company6. Both labels have the same inscription: ‘LUCIEN LEFEBVRE-FOINET / 19, rue 

Vavin et 2, rue Bréa, PARIS VIe / COULEURS ET TOILES FINES’7. The only difference is 

that both labels have different numbers (‘no. 1280’ and ‘no. 6433’). The name and notation 

LUCIEN LEFEBVRE-FOINET written with two addresses (19, rue Vavin et 2, rue Bréa) was 

used by this supplier between 1935 and 19398. It should be mentioned that the Lefebvre-

Foinet family forged close friendships with many of their clients (including Natalia 

Goncharova and Mikhael Larionov), whom they allowed to buy on credit and, if at the end of 

the month an artist couldn’t pay, they would often accept pictures in payment of debts9. 

In addition, there are two old, but non-original paper labels on the strainer bars which 

possibly refer to the painting’s inclusion in earlier exhibitions in 1928 and 1935. The paper of 

both labels is discoloured and does not exhibit a significant fluorescence indicating that it 

does not contain optical brighteners. One label, located on the centre of the upper strainer bar 

refers to an exhibition in 1928 (see Fig. 14). It contains the following text: 

‘Exposition de l’Art Moderne Français à Moscou 

Organisée par l’académie des sciences des arts à Moscou’ 

 

This label also contains the address of Larionov’s small apartment in Paris at the ‘16, rue 

Jacques-Callot’ where he and his wife lived from 5th May 1919 until his death10. The text of 

the address was handwritten with a blue ink. It also includes the following printed text in 

                                                           
5 Founded in Montparnasse by Paul Jean Foinet and his son-in-law Lucien Lefebvre, the legendary Lefebvre-

Foinet shop was a haven for the artists of Paris – not only for Goncharova and Larionov.  

Source: < http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/notes-from-underground/2015/10/lefebvre-

foinet-collection.html >, (15.05.2017). 
6 Source: < http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/notes-from-underground/2015/10/lefebvre-

foinet-collection.html >, (15.05.2017). 
7 In the lower part of one label the inscription ‘COULEURS ET TOILES FINES’ is not preserved. 

The same label with equivalent inscription and notation ‘LUCIEN LEFEBVRE-FOINET/ 19, rue Vavin et 2, rue 

Bréa, PARIS VIe / COULEURS ET TOILES FINES’ and with number ‘no. 1225’ was noticed on the reverse of 

the artwork Le passeur (1928) by Marcel Gromaire (sold at Christie's, n° 3590, 23-24 October 2014, lot n° 138. 

Source:  < http://www.labreuche-fournisseurs-artistes-paris.fr/maison/lefebvre-foinet>, (30.01.2017). 

8 Original text: ‘Attestations: 1935-1939 : LUCIEN LEFEBVRE-FOINET - 19, rue Vavin et 2, rue Bréa - 

Téléphone : DANton 64.34‘. Source: < http://www.labreuche-fournisseurs-artistes-paris.fr/fournisseur/lefebvre-

foinet-lucien >, (30.01.2017). 
9 The Lefebvre-Foinet family over the years amassed an outstanding collection of hundreds of works. Sotheby’s 

sold over 250 works on paper by Natalia Goncharova, originally belonging to the Lefebvre-Foinet family 

(catalogue: Goncharova - Larionov : works on paper by Natalia Goncharova and Mikhail Larionov, the 

Lefebvre-Foinet Collection; 1 December 2015 / Sotheby's London, London, 2015).  
10 Mikhail Fedorovich Larionov, Solina de Vigneral, Michel Hoog: Michel Larionov. Une Avant-garde 

explosive, Lausanne 1978, pp. 20, 164. 

http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/notes-from-underground/2015/10/lefebvre-foinet-collection.html
http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/notes-from-underground/2015/10/lefebvre-foinet-collection.html
http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/notes-from-underground/2015/10/lefebvre-foinet-collection.html
http://www.sothebys.com/en/news-video/blogs/all-blogs/notes-from-underground/2015/10/lefebvre-foinet-collection.html
http://www.labreuche-fournisseurs-artistes-paris.fr/fournisseur/lefebvre-foinet-lucien
http://www.labreuche-fournisseurs-artistes-paris.fr/fournisseur/lefebvre-foinet-lucien
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French ‘Prière de coller ces..e..criteaux [ecriteaux?], I’un au chassis, l’autre derriere le cadre, 

ou bien au fond de la base, s’il s’agit d’un…’11 and the handwritten word ‘Françe’12. 

The second paper label which is localised on the upper strainer bar possibly refers to the 

painting’s inclusion in an exhibition in 1935 organised by the ‘Slavic Institute of Prague’ 13. 

This label contains the following text including an address in Prague and the title of the 

exhibition:  

‘VLASSKA [   ] 19. PRAHA III    [OL.] ??? 

EXPOSITION DE LA PEINTURE RUSSE, 1935.  

N. 212.  

Nom et prénoms Larionov, Michel 

Adresse  16, rue Jacques-Callot 

Titre de l’oeuvre Nature morte’ 

 

In addition, there is a paper label in the left lower corner referring to inventory of the painting 

(‘LAR/3203 ML 1487’). Its paper support has a significant fluorescence indicating that the 

paper probably contains optical brighteners. There are two areas in the shape of a rectangle 

where the wood of the strainer is brighter indicating that former labels might be lost. 

Additionally, there are the following inscriptions as well as one stamp on the reverse of the 

strainer bars:  

‘92376’ 

Notes: probably written with a black felt-tip-pen, localisation: lower right corner 

    [text is illegible] 

Notes: probably written with pencil, localisation: centre-bar in vertical direction 

‘620’ 

Notes: inscription, localisation: upper left corner 

‘DUANE [sic] CENTRAL/ [  ] PARIS’ 

Notes: ink stamp of the French duty inscribed in black tone, localisation: centre-bar in vertical 

direction 

  

                                                           
11 The last letters particularly are lost. 
12 Rough translation of the French text into German: ‘Bitte diese Hinweisschilder (?) zu kleben; das eine auf den 

Spannrahmen, das andere hinter den Zierrahmen, oder auf den Untergrund der Grundierung (?), falls es sich 

handelt um ein‘… ‘Frankreich’. 
13 Mikhail Fedorovich Larionov, Solina de Vigneral, Michel Hoog: Michel Larionov. Une Avant-garde 

explosive, Lausanne 1978, p. 166. 
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2.4 Sizing and ground layer 

It is supposed that there is a sizing of the canvas because the canvas has a glossy surface, a 

smooth texture and the white ground has not significantly accumulated on the reverse (see 

Fig. 17). The white ground was applied as an opaque but quite thin layer; it is present on the 

tacking margins and up to the cutting edge (Figs. 7 and 8). As it is a homogenous and smooth 

layer without traces of a paint brush (see Fig. 18) and the ground is also present under the 

fastening material of the original stretching (see Fig. 19) it is supposed that the canvas was 

commercially primed. Especially at the edges there are several areas where the paint does not 

fully cover the ground layer (see Fig. 20). The tops of the threads are covered by the ground 

but the structure of the canvas remains visible (see Figs. 21 and 22).  

2.5 Underdrawing 

Neither with macroscopic nor microscopic investigation the presence of an underdrawing 

work for the entire painting’s surface was detected. At the upper edge only a few dark lines, 

possibly drawn with a pencil, are visible through the slightly transparent paint layer (see 

Figs. 23 and 24).  

 

2.6 Paint layer 

The entire painting’s surface has been used for colour application. Generaly he applied the 

colours relative quickly with a brush14 up to the turnover edge; occasionally the paint extends 

a few millimetres beyond the turnover edge onto the tacking margins (see Fig. 19). However, 

at the entire left tacking margin15 an opaque dark brown-to-black paint layer was applied on 

the ground layer which extends up to the cutting edge (see Figs. 9 and 10).  

The colour palette used by the artist is limited to a few tones which are less colourful than 

seen in other works by Larionov (for example the Rayonistic paintings). The artist 

predominantly used brown paint in different shades. It is supposed that Larionov utilised 

white, earth tones (as ochre, brown) and black as pure paints. It is obvious that the artist 

mixed paints with white colour – the extent varies, especially light colours with high loud of 

white paint (for example a light brown tone, see Fig. 26). A glossy surface is dominant for 

this artwork due to a quite high amount of binding medium in the paint layer. However, there 

are a few areas where the paint layer has a mat appearance indicating the use of a lower 

amount of binder (see Fig. 28).  

 

Viewed under transmitted light, differences in the thickness of the paint layer are clearly 

visible. Paints were applied as slightly transparent layers and as opaque layers on the one 

hand. There are also some areas with impasto technique. Most parts of the background were 

painted as thin and smooth layers (see Fig. 23). For the background area parts are layered in 

different tones as thin glazing layers upon one another as may be seen in another of his works 

(see examination report on Still Life with Coffee Pot). The structure of the canvas often 

remains dominant as a result of the thin ground and paint layer (see Figs. 25 and 27). In the 

left part of the painting two shapes in white were applied as thicker layers with slight impasto 

(see Fig. 32). 

                                                           
14 Several hairs of a paint brush from colour application are embedded in the paint layer (see Fig. 27). 
15 Localisation: considered from the front side. 
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In a few areas, especially those painted with slight impasto, brushwork is apparent. The 

structure and shape of the brushwork is often oriented to the shape of the respective motif or 

painted area. Generally different techniques were used for colour application. Beside wet-on-

dry (see Figs. 36 and 39) wet-on-wet or wet-in-wet- applications are seen (see Fig. 33). For 

both shapes in the left part of the painting, white and brown tones were painted in rapid 

succession with brushy and sketchy character.  

For paint application of the background the artist used different oil colours (especially white, 

ochre and brown paint) as thin and often glazing layers. Afterwards he often placed details as 

a small branch, dark brownish and brushy lines in the centre as well as two shapes to the left 

area made predominantly of white paint. He also highlighted a few areas with colour accents 

and slight impastos (for example dabs of white paint for the small branch, see Figs. 38 

and 39). The artist also used painted outlines. Both white shapes were enclosed by lines 

rendered in a dark brown tone. These contours mostly seem to be painted as last step but they 

often were applied in wet-on-wet or wet-in-wet-technique on the underlying layer (see 

Figs. 33-36 and 40). On the white paint layer in the left top area Larionov painted a face in a 

brushy and sketchy character. The contours of the face were painted predominantly in wet-on-

wet- technique (see Fig. 33). 

 

At the left lower edge an overpainted work showing a face of a figure may be seen. Even with 

the naked eye this composition is visible through the slightly transparent layer on top (see 

Fig. 40).  

At the front side in the right lower corner the painting is signed with the monogram ‘M. L.’ 

(see Fig. 41). The artist used dark brown and white colour, presumably oil paint. The 

signature was painted with brush with certain brushwork. It was applied on the thin and 

smooth paint layer when this layer was no longer wet. The same monogram may be seen in 

another of his works (see examination report on Still Life with Coffee Pot). 

 

2.7 Varnish 

The paint layer was not varnished by the artist. Neither the macroscopic and microscopic 

investigation nor the examination under ultraviolet light gave an evidence for the presence of 

a varnish layer. No evidence for a former removal of varnish was detected (no residues of 

varnish in depths of the paint layer, no structural change of the paint layer caused by swelling 

and no overcleaning of the paint layer). 

 

2.8 Frame  

The original frame is not preserved. In the museums files no information on the original 

framing is available.  
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4 Photographic documentation 
 

4.1 Technical aspects 

4.2  

 
 

 

 
Figures 1 and 2: Nature morte, details macro, reverse, incident light (Fig. top) and raking 

light (Fig. bottom). The tabby weave is of a quite high density and of a regular nature 

showing only a few thicker and slubby threads (see Fig. 2, red arrow). 
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Figure 3: Nature morte, detail macro, reverse, raking light. Located in the left centre of the 

canvas and partly covered by a paper label there is an authentic ink stamp of the French 

artists’ supplier Vve M. Chabod et Cie. 

 

 
Figure 4: Nature morte, detail macro, reverse, incident light. The paper label contains the 

artist’s name, his address and the painting’s title. 
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Figures 5 and 6: Nature morte, details macro, reverse, incident light. In the right upper part 

of the canvas there is the inscription ‘M. LARIONOW’ which was probably done by the 

artist. The artist’s name is written in dark brown tone painted on a light greyish layer. 
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Figures 7 and 8: Nature morte, details macro, right and lower tacking margin (considered 

from the front side), incident light. It is supposed that the current stretching represents the 

authentic stretching of the canvas. The position of cusping corresponds to the position of 

the primary stretching (see red arrow). Additionally, there are several creases in the weave 

in the area of the fastening points (see blue arrows). The white ground was applied up to 

the cutting edge. 
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Figures 9 and 10: Nature morte, details macro, left tacking margin (considered from the 

front side), incident light. There are several creases in the weave in the area of the 

fastening points (see blue arrows). There is one non-original hole in the canvas and 

strainer bar which is related to framing of the painting (see Fig. 10).  
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Figures 11 and 12: Nature morte, details macro, upper tacking margin, incident light.  

At the upper tacking margin the position of the fastening points was changed and the 

preliminary ones were not re-used. Often the heads of the fastening material mark at the 

upper tacking margin in the weave. Cusping between the original fastening points is 

noticed (see red arrows). 
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Figure 13: Nature morte, detail macro, reverse, right lower corner, incident light.  

The corner joints of the strainer are fixed at the reverse with four nails per corner. 

 

 

 
Figure 14: Nature morte, detail macro, reverse, incident light. This paper label possibly 

refers to an exhibition in 1928. 
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Figures 15 and 16: Nature morte, details macro, reverse, upper strainer bar, incident light. 

There are two labels from the famous French artists’ supplier Lefebvre-Foinet which are 

possibly related to shipping of the painting. 
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Figure 17: Nature morte, microscopic photograph, x 32, reverse, incident light. The white 

ground is visible between the threads of the canvas. 

 

 
Figure 18: Nature morte, detail macro, lower tacking margin, incident light. At the lower 

tacking margin the ground was applied up to the cutting edge as a quite thin but as a 

homogenous layer. 
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Figure 19: Nature morte, detail macro, upper tacking margin, incident light. The white 

ground is present under the fastening material of the original fastening points. 

 

localisation of Figure 20 

 

 
Figure 20: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, lower edge (right area), incident light. The 

paint layer does not fully cover the white ground. 
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localisation of Figures 21 and 22 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Figures 21 and 22: Nature morte, microscopic photographs, recto, upper edge (centre 

area), incident light. The tops of the threads are covered by the ground but the structure of 

the canvas remains visible.  
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localisation of Figure 23 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figures 23 and 24: Nature morte, recto, detail macro (Fig. top) and microscopic 

photograph, x 10 (Fig. bottom), upper edge, raking light. A few dark lines, possibly drawn 

with a pencil, are visible through the slightly transparent paint layer (see red arrows). 
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localisation of Figure 25 

 

 
Figure 25: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, right lower edge, raking light. The structure 

of the canvas remains dominant as a result of the thin layer. 

 

localisation of Figure 26 

 

 
Figure 26: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, right upper part, incident light. The paints 

were applied thinly and in slightly transparent to opaque layers which do not fully cover 

the ground at the upper edge. Slight cusping between the fastening points is noticed.  
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localisation of Figure 27 

 

 
Figure 27: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, right edge (centre area), raking light.  

The structure of the canvas often remains dominant as a result of the thin layer. A hair of a 

paint brush from colour application is embedded in the paint layer (see red arrow).  

A underlying dark brown-to-black layer which was applied for a larger space is 

particularly visible through the layer on top (see green arrows). 

 

localisation of Figure 28 

 

 
Figure 28: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, left area next to the painting’s centre, 

incident light.  
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localisation of Figure 29 

 

 
Figure 29: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, left lower corner, incident light. There is a 

dark brown-to-black paint layer which was applied for a larger space under the layer on 

top. 
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localisation of Figures 30 and 31 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 30 and 31: Nature morte, detail macro, right edge, centre area (Fig. top) and 

microscopic photograph, x 10, upper edge, left area (Fig. bottom), recto, raking light.  

The dark brown-to-black layer was applied for a larger space under the layer on top. 
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localisation of Figure 32 

 

 
Figure 32: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, left lower part of the painting, raking light. 

The shape in white tone was applied as thicker layer with slight impasto technique. The 

outlines in dark tone were painted as last step when the white layer was still slightly wet. 

 

localisation of Figure 33 

 

 
Figure 33: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, left part of the painting, area of the nose, 

incident light. The white and the dark tone merge into another (wet-in-wet application). 
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localisation of Figures 34 and 35 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figures 34 and 35: Nature morte, details macro, recto, left lower part of the painting, 

incident light. On the white layer contours in dark brown tone were applied predominantly 

in wet-on-wet technique. 
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localisation of Figure 36 

 

 
Figure 36: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, upper edge (left area), incident light.  

As first step the dark green-greyish layer was painted. Then the ochre and white layers 

were done. The outlining in dark brown tone was applied as last step. A wet-on-dry paint 

application was used. 

 

localisation of Figure 37 

 

 
Figure 37: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, upper edge, incident light. Under the paints 

on top a dark brownish-to-black layer is visible which was applied for a larger space.  
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localisation of Figures 38 and 39 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figures 38 and 39: Nature morte, details macro, recto, right lower part of the painting, 

raking light. First the thin and smooth background layer was painted by the artist in an 

ochre tone. Afterwards the dark lines were done. As last step small dabs in white tone 

were painted. The tones are applied primarily in wet-on-dry technique. 
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localisation of Figure 40 

 

 
Figure 40: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, left edge (centre area), incident light.  

The face of an underlying composition is visible through the layer on top. 

 

localisation of Figure 41 

 

 
Figure 41: Nature morte, detail macro, recto, right lower corner, raking light. At the front 

side the painting is signed with the monogram ‘M. L.’. 

 


